
LETTER FROM NEW YORK
By JULIA

SWEDISH GUITARIST Mattias Jacobsson asked
me to tune-in to his two recent Cervantes
Instituto performances, broadcast live from
Manhattan's WQXR-FM classical radio station in
a programme presented by pianist and radio host,
David Dubal. Jacobsson has been a featured
artist in these WQXR-FM concert broadcasts sev-
eral times within the past year, and he describes
them as being very spontaneous and entertaining.
'Last year, on the spur of the moment, Dubal had
me repeat one piece just for the fun of it without
telling me in advance,' he says.

Whilst the Cervantes Instituto radio concerts
feature Spanish music performed mostly by
pianists, Jacobsson offers a fresh contrast with
the guitar. It is clear from the broadcast that
Dubal delights in pulling him out of the hat on
air. 'My being sandwiched between all the
pianists seems to elicit a positive response,' says
Jacobsson, 'as the audience finds the guitar to
be an interesting musical comparison. For
instance, in one concert, I had played the same
Scarlatti sonata as a pianist during the Scarlatti
portion of the programme.'

Each concert programme is collaboratively
devised by the artist and Dubal, who, in this
instance, had suggested that Jacobsson per-
form a Sor Etude followed by Tarrega's
Recuerdos de Ia Alhambra. Jacobsson chose to
perform Etude Op. 35 No. 22. For the second
concert broadcast, Jacobsson's programme con-
sisted of three Catalan folk songs arranged by
Llobet, Canco del LLadre, EL Testament d'Amelirt
and El Noi de la Mare.

Everything about New York's mystique and
mythos had initially intimidated the Stockholm-
borne Jacobsson, but he has emphatically made
the city his home for the past two years since
completing his graduate degree in performance
under the direction of Sharon Isbin. 'In the
beginning, I was overwhelmed by the soaring
buildings, the insane traffic and number of peo-
ple. I couldn't see myself living here for long,
but slowly it began to grow on me and now I love
it. Of course, I am not saying that I love every-
thing about New York , but the city is truly an
extraordinary place with all its energy focused
into a very compact environment, where every-
thing and anything is available all the time', he
says. 'And since I've been so fortunate with
engagements here it kind of seemed sensible to
stick around for a while just to see what hap-
pened. What I love most are all the wonderful
people I've met here. I find them so open mind-
ed, friendly, generous and inspiring. I'm enjoy-
ing it, to say the least.'

These WQ)G-FM radio broadcasts, with their
emphasis on both venue and programming variety,
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have given Jacobsson the opportunity to per-
form Bach's Prelude and ALLegro from the BWV
998 suite and Rodrigo's Inuocaci6n g Danza, fol-
lowed by duets with violinist Kristin Lee live
from the Brooklyn Botanical Gardens earlier
this year. For this particular event, Jacobsson
had the privilege of a private afternoon coaching
session with Itzhak Perlman in the Hamptons.

'Being invited to Perlman's summer-house had
deeply moved me because he is truly a tiving leg-
end and probably my favorite violinist of all
time. The coaching he gave us was unbeliev-
able, and Perlman was so friendly,' Jacobsson
says. 'His student, Kristin Lee, is remarkable
herself, and we really had the most wonderful
time playing together! Specifically, perlman
sang to help us delineate the phrasing, and he
also conducted us. He picked up the violin at
one point to demonstrate a phrase from the
Suite Popul"ar Espanol by de Falla
[arr.Kochanski) and I almost fell off my chair! I
had never heard him play that close and it's
something I'11 never forget.'

During the time of writing, Jacobsson's sched-
ule included a return to Stockholm to teach a
guitar masterclass, followed by an invitation
from Spanish television TVE to record music by
Tarrega at the Roval Palace in Madrid to mark
tne tOOth anniversary of the composer's death.
Jacobsson expresses a bit of droll humour
about being a Swedish guitarist imported all the
way to Madrid to perform for the event. 'They
contacted me out of the blue. I was pretty baf-
fled, to say the least, but it is a big television
programme which focuses on a number of dif-
ferent composers. For the lOo-year celebration,
they asked me to perform a selection of solo
pieces and a few arrangements in a chamber
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setting. I was very flattered and honored by the
invitation, not to mention wildly excited,
because it was to be my first visit to Madrid'.

As it turned out, Jacobsson enjoyed getting
the chance to converse briefly with Mrs. Segovia
before television crews filmed the performance
late at night in front of the Royal Casile.

Yet Jacobsson did face the unexpected as a
test of his mettle. 'Unfortunately, it was
absolutely freezing so it was very difficult to
play,' he says. 'I wound up recording: prelud"e,
Ftrgue and Allegro (BWV 998) by Bach, Capricho
Arabe and Recuerdos de La Alhambra in an
arrangement with piano and another arrange-
ment of the GranJotaby Tdrrega. They had a
crew of fifty people, in my estimation, with ten
cameras on towers, cranes and all sorts of stuff.
It was like a real film set!'

Knowing nothing at all where music might
take him, Jacobsson attributes a childhood
friend for sparking his initial interest
in guitar when he was eight years old.
'I would always be over at his house,
trying to play his guitar and realising
more and more that I seemed to enjoy
it,' he says. 'Because I was doing
every activity available to me, from
ice hockey to ping-pong, my parents
didn't have much faith in my new-
found interest in the guitar and
thought it would soon pass. They
did, however, put me on the waiting
list for the municipal music school.
At age 9, when I was accepted and
enrolled, I landed a teacher named
Erik Mollerstrom, who had been a
former student of Eduardo Sainz de la Maza.
Therefore, he belongs to the first generation of
classical guitarists from Sweden.'

'I would have to say Mollerstrom really
opened my eyes to classical music and the gui-
tar, as I do not come from a musical family. I
studied with him officially until I was eighteen
years old, but when I was fifteen, I attended a
high school for young musicians - Sodra Latin
- and studied with an absoLutely remarkable
teacher called Bo Hansson, who is both a great
composer and guitarist. He is the person who
got my fingers going. He has turned so many
of his students into incredible guitarists, and
the list of great players he has produced is a
long one. He's like the Dorothy Delay of
Swedish guitar.'

'Sweden boasts two great high schools for
classical music, both of which produce many of
the students who go on to college and pursue
music seriously as a profession. The guitar
departments in both schools are excellent, and
pretty much any Swedish guitarist of some
stature under the age of, let's say thirty-five
vears old, has most likely attended either of
those two schools, Sodra Latin in Stockholm or
Musikkonservatoriet in Falun.'
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'Sodra Latin, where I went, is similar to
Juilliard in that it also has Drama and Dance
divisions as well as Jazz. It is also considered
one of the country's most prestigious schools for
their science and social studies programmes.
Like nearly all Swedish schools, it's completely
free. I loved the atmosphere there for being cul-
turally so broad and for being surrounded by
talented and intelligent people who were pas-
sionate about what they were doing, not to men-
tion inspiring. We used to practice together,
play for each other and hang-out all the time. It
came to a point where the local pizza parlour
eventually named apizza after one of our friends
since we were there so much!'

'For my Bachelors degree, I chose to study
with my first guitar hero, Goran Sollscher, at
Musikhogskolan I Malmo (Malmo Academy of
Music) where I moved at age eighteen. I grew up
listening to Sollscher's CD's and I had alwavs

admired his playing. Studying with
him was an incredible musical inspi-
ration. He didn't usually say much,
instead choosing the instructive
approach of just playing alongside
whatever I happened to be playing,
mirroring note perfect - whether he
had played it in the last twenty years
or not - and then showing exactly
what he wanted me to do.
Unbelievable! I also studied with
Gunnar Spjuth at the same time.
Spjuth is an incredible player with
the most gorgeous sound; he is the
perfect complement to Sollscher's
teaching, since he is so great at

explaining everything and helping with tech-
nique, as well as knowing pretty much every-
thing there is to know about guitar.'

'On this topic, I have to say that I have always
considered the guitar equal to any other solo
instrument, and have always disliked when it's
not treated accordingly. I intend guitar to be
part of the music world in a broader context.
Sharon Isbin, Juilliard and New York stood out
to me as a choice for graduate school for this
reason. I'm perhaps not the biggest fan of audi-
tions so my Juilliard audition was the only one
I did, and luckily I was accepted.'

'Really, it provided exactly what I wanted: I
was surrounded by incredible musicians, actors
and dancers, and had the opportunity to collab-
orate with all of them. I was sometimes the sole
accompanist for dance and drama productions,
and played with unbelievable string players in
other collaborations, such as the New Juilliard
Ensemble,' Jacobsson says. 'That experience
continued during the summers in Aspen, which
is almost like Juilliard in feel. I developed great
friends there, had wonderful lessons and
enjoyed scenic views along with incredible con-
certs. But the main focus for me was to study with
Sharon Isbin. She is just remarkable in so many
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ways. As a teacher, she helped me musically, fixed
my technique and taught me so much about
pre-performance relaxation techniques.'

'Yet again, as a scholar, she knows everything
and the Tureck legacy lives on through her. Also,
if I could play something for her and receive a
positive response, I wasn't so worried about going
on stage with that piece. She has taught me so
much about playing with orchestras, about how
amplification works - all kinds of practical things.
I think people sometimes underestimate what she
has done for the guitar, not just in terms of pres-
tige but also in terms of repertoire, which she has
significantly broadened, with a number of impor-
tant commissions. As I see it, that places her
alongside Segovia and Bream.'

One direction Jacobsson would like to see his
career take is clear. 'I'd like to continue the
path of my heroes like Sharon Isbin. I feel
incredibly lucky, thankful and humble for all
the wonderful opportunities I've had so far; all
the solo recitals, collaborations and concerto
appearances within the last few years. So I just
hope to be able to keep doing that!'

'Understandably, in terms of performance and
recording, I hope to continue to play all the
repertoire I love so much, while seeking new
musical ideas and perspectives. I also love
working with the extraordinary luthier of the

guitars I play, Thomas Fredholm. I'r'e learned
that John Dearman of the Los Angeles Guitar
Quartet has bought the sister of my guitar, and
David Russell bought a Torres copy as well. It's
always nice to hear that great performers share
your taste!'

'The idea of working in all forms of media is
very exciting to me, and I'm so glad to have had
the opportunity to perform live on radio, as well
as to be a featured performer on both television
and film.' Award-winning cinematographer
David Hausen, who has created documentaries
on the Red Hot Chiti Peppers, has asked
Jacobsson to play the lead in a yet-untitled film
about a New Jersey performing arts venue.

'In New Jersey, we were on location with
extras on skateboards, kids and everything. I
also smashed my first guitar there, actually.
Not the Fredholm, obviously, but a stunt guitar
that had been prepared with baby powder
inside for a smoke effect as it broke. I was
absolutely terrified and came up with every
kind of excuse to not do it, but the director,
David Hausen, was very determined and I
finally obliged. It wasn't too bad', Jacobsson
says of the experience.

Mattias Jacobsson's official website, complete
with concert schedule updates, is:
www. mattiasj acobsson. com


